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ON THE CONVERGENCE RATE
OF THE CELL DISCRETIZATION ALGORITHM

FOR SOLVING ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS

MARIA CAYCO, LESLIE FOSTER, AND HOWARD SWANN

Abstract. Error estimates for the cell discretization algorithm are obtained for

polynomial bases used to approximate both Hk(Q) and analytic solutions to

selfadjoint elliptic problems. The polynomial implementation of this algorithm

can be viewed as a nonconforming version of the h-p finite element method

that also can produce the continuous approximations of the h-p method. The

examples provided by our experiments provide discontinuous approximations

that have errors similar to the finite element results.

Introduction

This paper concerns a nonconforming version of the finite element method

for approximating solutions of elliptic partial differential equations, where the

requirement that an approximation be continuous is weakened. We discuss the

cell discretization algorithm (abbreviated as CDA) formulated by Greenstadt [9,

12, 15-18]; the domain of a problem is partitioned into cells, approximations

are made on each cell, and the approximations are forced to be weakly continu-

ous across the boundaries of each cell using a method called moment collocation.

Convergence of the Greenstadt method occurs in quite general situations [24,

25]. The cells do not necessarily diminish in size, and approximations to the so-

lution on each cell can be constructed using any suitably smooth basis. Babuska

uses a method similar to moment collocation to make finite element approxima-

tions match the boundary data in elliptic problems [2]. See also [8]. Although
our error estimates are somewhat different, we give a polynomial implementa-

tion that is essentially the primal hybrid finite element method of Raviart and

Thomas [21], who use finite element approximations that may be discontinuous,

yet they converge to a solution as the size of the mesh of the finite element grid
becomes small.

In §1 we extend the general results for selfadjoint problems presented in [25]

in several ways that are of use later in the paper. Section 2 presents a polynomial

implementation of the algorithm for domains in R2 and M3. This implemen-

tation contains a version of the h-p finite element method [3-7, 20] as a special

case. We give error estimates that are expressed in terms of the degree of a poly-
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nomial approximation on each cell, the number of moment collocations used to

enforce weak continuity, and the maximum diameter of a cell. In §3 we discuss
the linear algebra used in our algorithm and present an example that illustrates

the theoretical results. We show that we can relax the requirement that solutions

be continuous across cell interfaces and still obtain errors similar to continuous

approximations. Our results provide useful information concerning the selec-

tions of an appropriate number of moment collocations, basis functions, and

cell size in the cell discretiation method.

1. Description of the problem and convergence results

For completeness, we give the following definitions and results from [24, 25].

Let Q be a bounded domain in Rk with boundary Y. We approximate the

solution of an elliptic selfadjoint problem of the form

(1.1a) Eu = f,

(1.1b) u = g   on T,

where the operator E is defined by

K

Eu = - Y L>i(Aij(x)DjU) + A0(x)u,
i,j

with Di representing partial differentiation with respect to x,.

We use the following variational form of (1.1a) and (1.1b):
Define

a(u, v) = /     Y\Aij(x)D¡uDjV + A0(x)uv    dx.
Ja Vu /

We wish to approximate u £ HX(Q) satisfying u\y = g such that

a(u, v) = (f, v)

for all v £ H0x(£l), the subspace of functions in HX(Q) whose traces are equal

to zero on T. The L2 inner product over £2 is denoted by ( • , • ), with norm

denoted || • ||o .
The cell discretization algorithm supposes that the domain Í2 can be parti-

tioned into subdomains with Lipschitz continuous boundaries that are piecewise

Cx (LPCX) ; such subdomains are called cells. Suppose there are 7Y cells Q,,

with Q, n O, = 0 if i ^ ;' and Q = \jf=l ft,. The exterior is ft0 = R*\ü.
The Hubert spaces we use are the following:

Hx(üi) = {u:Cli^R:u£ L2(Q¡) ; D¡u £ L2(Q,) for j = I, ... , K),

where partial derivatives DjU are distribution derivatives with respect to x¡ .

The space Hl(Ci¡) has inner product

K

(u, v)XJ = YiDju>DjV)i + iu, V)i,

j=x

where ( • , • ),• represents the L2(Cl¡) inner product, with the norm expressed

as |Hlo,i- The norm on /f'(Q,) is denoted ||*||i,,. The Hx  inner product

and norm over Q. rather than Í2, are represented by (•, -)i,n and H'lli.n-
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Approximations are in space

H = {u£L2(n):u\çl,£Hx(Çli);i=l,...,N}.

The Hubert space H has inner product

N

(u,v)H = Y(u>v)x,i,
1=1

with norm represented by || • ||„.

Let Tij = ft, n ft;. Assume that F y is the finite union of C1 patches. To

simplify notation, we refer to all such patches as T¡j, although there may be

more than one C1 component. T,o is a boundary segment between ft, and

fto. (See [25] for a precise definition of these terms.) The inner product for

L2(T¡j) is denoted by ( • , •),,■, with norm represented as || • ||y.

We denote by y,; the trace operator restricting m|q. to its values on T,;.

We regard it as a bounded linear operator from HX(Q¡) to L2(F¡j) [19]; there

are constants Cy such that for any w £ H, \\y¡j(w)\\ij < C¡jWw\\Xj . Since we

are concerned with estimates in terms of ||yy(w)||y rather than the Hx/2(r¡j)

norm of y¡j(w) required by full use of the trace theorem [19], the constants

dj can be explicitly obtained for ft, with simple kinds of boundaries, and we

describe some such Cy in this paper.

For each I\,, choose {o)'qj}™=i to be functions in Hx/2(Tij) that are a

Schauder basis for L2(r,;).   For any h £ L2(Tij), there are coefficients ¿4

such that h = XT=i <**»? • For anY n > let &ñi}(h) = HT=n+i ¿k^i ■ For any

e > 0, there is some N(h, e) such that n > N(h, e) implies W^n'j(h)\\ij < e •

Weak continuity of approximations in H across interfaces T,7 is enforced

by Greenstadt's moment collocation method:

For u £ H, we define the kth moment of u on r;j to be

M^(u) = (ylJ(u),oo'¿)lj.

We require that the moments of an approximation u be equal on interfaces

r,; in the following way.
Let 7Y/ be the number of interfaces Fy. We will denote by [«] a multi-

index, an 7Y,-vector of nonnegative integers (..., n¡¡, ...). A partial order is

[«'] > [n] if and only if for any ij, n'i} > n¡j. We say that [nk] -» [oo] if

[nk] < [nk+x] and inf¡j{nkj} —► oo as k -> oo.

Set

G[n] = {u £ H : for any /';', ij = I,... , N¡ and for any

k < n¡j, we have M'kJ(u) = M/'(u)}.

In this case, [«] is the multi-index described above, with all «,o = 0, where

the «,o refer to the r,0. Thus, G[n] is the set of functions u in H such

that on any internal interface T,;, y¡j(u)-yj¡(u) is L2(r,^-orthogonal to (ú'¿ ,

k = I, ... , n¡j. This gives a notion of weak continuity across interfaces called

moment collocation: Define

Go[«] = {u£ G[n] : for any i, for any k < ni0, Ml®(u) = 0}.
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Thus, G0[n] is the set of functions in G[n] that are weakly 0 on the external

interfaces r,0 making up T.
Our approximations of solutions for problems with Dirichlet boundary data

g are in

D[n] = {u£ G[n] : for any r/0 # 0 and k < ni0, Mf(w) = (g, wj?),o}.

For each z'th cell, choose any Schauder basis {B'k} for //'(ft,). For any v

in //'(ft/), there are b\ such that YX=\ bkBk v ; let v . Vm    h' Ft'
2^k=l °kDk

Let €lm(v) denote the orthogonal projection (in the //'(ft,) inner product) of

v onto the //'(ft,)-orthogonal complement of the span of {B[, B'2, ... , B'm}.

Thus,

@im(v.,m) = 0;       (gim(v)=@imiv-v.,m)

and

l(«)lli,« < II« ,m\\l,i =

k=m+l

w Lim I
m—»oo

Wlli,« = o.
1,1

These properties of &lm are independent of [n].

Let [m] be an ^-dimensional multi-index indicating the number of basis

functions used in the approximation on each cell; we employ the same notational

conventions as those used for the multi-index [n].

We let H[m] be the subspace of H such that for any v £ H[m], u|q. is in

the span of [B[,Bi2, ...,B'm.}.

Given [m] and any function v in H, &[mX(v) is defined to be the function

in H such that @[m](v)\çi, = €lm.(v\çi^). Thus, ¿fim](-) is the projection of //

onto //[m]x . Lim[M]_[TO]||¿?[m](u)||tf = 0.

Let

G[n][m] =H6 G[n] : u\Ql YW,
fc=i J

which is a finite-dimensional space; the moment collocation requirements are

met by requiring that certain linear equations hold among the blk .

The bilinear form a(u, v) can be extended to H; its restriction to ft¿ is

represented as a(u, v)k . Variational methods allow us to approximate the solu-

tion by obtaining the function u in D[n][m] = D[n]f)G[n][m] that minimizes

a(u, u)-2(f, u)

over all u £ D[n][m].

If we use the Schauder basis on each cell ilk , then

a(u, u) - 2(f, u) = 5^[fl(«, u)k - 2(f, u)k]

N

=E
k=l

mk mk

k=l

mk

YbkYbJaiB" > bj)k -2YW> b"^
j=xi=\ 1=1

This quadratic form is to be minimized subject to the moment collocation

constraints. This is done by adding terms of the form

-X'M(yi](u),^)ij-(yJI(u),co'J)ij) Q=U n¡ ,
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and

-tfdVioiu), cof)io - (g, ajfjio),        q = 1,..., tiio,

to the quadratic form for each interface Ty , where -X'J is a Lagrange multi-

plier. This converts the problem to that of finding the unconstrained minimum

of a function F(b, X), which produces a system of linear equations of form

If the selfadjoint elliptic equation is of Helmholtz type, with Aq > c > 0,

matrix C consists of symmetric positive definite blocks along the diagonal and

is zero elsewhere. Each block corresponds to a cell, and the number of basis

functions used on the cell is the number of rows of a block.

The vector containing the coefficients to be used with the basis functions to
obtain the approximation is b.

Entries corresponding to the right-hand side of the elliptic equation Eu = f
are represented by f.

The rectangular matrix M, which we call the matrix of moment collocation

rows, consists of a band of blocks, with zeros below the band; it is sparse above

the band. In [25] it is shown that the rows of M are independent if the total

number of basis functions used in the approximation is sufficiently large.

The Lagrange multipliers X'J used to enforce the linear moment collocation

requirements, expressed here as Mb = g, are represented by X.

The vector g consists of zeros where Xl> is the Lagrange multiplier; where

X'° is the Lagrange multiplier we have entries dependent on the boundary value

g-
Let D„u u represent the "co-normal" derivative of u relative to Ty. This

is defined for sufficiently smooth u as follows: If n = (nx, n2, ... , «#) is

the unit normal to Ty (pointing outward relative to the interior of ft,), then
is

Dn¡ju = Y,p q yu(ApqDqu)np . Results in [24] show that DBiju is approximated

by üW«íí •
The estimates establishing convergence for the inhomogeneous Dirichlet

problem are based on the following assumptions:

(1.2a) We assume that A¡j(x) £ //'(ft) with DkAij(x) £ Loo(ft) and that

the Ajj(x) are Lipschitz continuous on ft. We suppose that A¡j(x) = Aj¡(x).

We assume that there exists c > 0 such that Ylfj Aíj(x)zíZ¡ > c £*, z2 for x

in ft and any z, in R. We assume that Ao(x) € Loo(ft) and A0(x) > c > 0.

(We show that this last assumption is not necessary in Lemma 1.2 below.)

(1.2b) We assume that / 6 L2(ft) and that the boundary data g is in

//3/2(r,o) for each r,0 .
Under assumptions (1.2a) and (1.2b), the following convergence result is

shown in [24] and [25]:

Theorem 1.1. Suppose that the solution u to (1.1a), (1.1b) is in //2(ft). Let

nf denote the largest number of faces Ty of any of the N cells. Let M be

a constant such that a(v, v) < MWvW2Hi and c be a coercivity constant such

that cWvWjj, < a(v , v). Denote by Ct the maximum of the "trace constants"

Cjj .   Let W be an upper bound for the squares of the L2(Tjj)-norms of the
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collocation weight functions co'J used for collocation on Ty and let mc represent

the largest number of collocations used on all the faces of any cell. Suppose that

un t m denotes the approximation obtained by solving the linear system described

above. Then

c\\u - u„im\\H < «/v^Crmax{||^(/)nijW)||y}

(2) /-
+ Myjl + 2(l/p)C2WmcW@[m](u)WH ■

A slight alteration of the proof also provides the following estimate:

1/2

(3)
C||K - Un,m\\H < ^fCp \ Y WHP^U)

+ M^l I+ 2(1/p)C2WmcW€[m](u)Wn •

Lemma 1.3 below describes p and a method for obtaining its value and

shows that Wmc can be replaced by n¡.

The dependence of the error on the solution u is expressed in the two terms

||^[m](w)||// and W^n'ij (Dauu)\\ij. The second term represents the L2(T¡j) norm

of the residual of the normal derivative of the solution u that is not in the span

of the first «y weight functions used for moment collocation on the interface

Ty . We present estimates of these two errors for a polynomial implementation

in the next section.

Our first new result is that we need not require that the operator is of

Helmholtz type, so that there is some c > 0 such that A0(x) > c; A0(x)

can be zero. We show that under mild restrictions on the weight functions œ'kJ,

Poincaré's inequality ||v||o < C||Vv||o for some constant C holds over the

space Go[n] ; the result then follows from the ellipticity assumption in (1.2a).

Lemma 1.2. For u £ H, the distribution V«, exists in L2(Q¡) for each i,

i = I, ... , N. (We use the symbol Vu to denote the function defined in this

manner for each cell.) If [n] is sufficiently large so that for each Ty there is

some k < n¡j such that Jr co'k dY ^ 0, then there exists some constant c > 0

such that for all u £ G0[n], \\Vu\\l > c[||V«||§ + ||«||§].

Proof. If there is no such c > 0, then there exists some sequence um in Go[n]

with ||Vw„,||q + ||«m||o = 1 suchthat ||V«m||o —> 0. Since, for LPCX domains,

the embedding H <-> L2(ft) is compact [26], for a bounded sequence um there

is a subsequence um¡¡) suchthat um^ converges strongly to some u in L2(ft).

Since VuW(,) converges strongly (to zero) in L2(ft), wm(,) converges strongly to

u in H (and V« = 0 as a distribution). C70[n] is closed in H by the continuity

of the trace operator. Thus, u £ Go[n], V« = 0, and ||m||q = ||Vw||q + ||m||q = 1.

Since ||Vm||o = 0, u has higher distribution derivatives (equal to zero) of any

order, so, by the Sobolev embedding theorem, u can be taken to be continuous

on each ft,. The derivatives of u are all zero on each cell; hence u must be

some constant K¡ on each cell ft,.

For any cell ft, with an external boundary face T,o, for the wk such that

Jr  cof dT /Owe must have

0 = (yi0(u), <),o = (K¡, <),o = Ki [  < dT.
Jr.o
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Hence, K¡ = 0. Similarly, for a cell ft; adjacent to ft,,

0 = (y,j(u) - yjtiu), Oy = (° - KJ . »*)« = ~Ki Í   < ¿F>

so Kj = 0 also. Extending this argument throughout ft, we see that all K¡ are

zero; hence u = 0. Yet ||m||q = 1 . This contradiction establishes the result.   D

The parameter p appearing in Theorem 1.1 is the smallest eigenvalue of
M'M'r, where M' is the array of collocation rows, assuming that the basis on

each cell ft, is //' (ili)-orthonormal . It depends on [n] and [m], the domain

decomposition and the choice of bases {/?(} and {o)lk} ; it is independent

of the elliptic problem. From [25], for fixed [n], Ijp is nonincreasing for

[m1] > [m]. The following lemma describes a way to obtain p that does not

assume that //'(ft,) is orthonormal and improves the estimate in Theorem 1.1.

Lemma 1.3. Suppose that M and C are the matrix components of the linear

system obtained by approximating the solution to the Helmholtz problem -Au +

u = f. Then p is the smallest eigenvalue of MC~'Mr. The parameter p is

independent of a linear change of bases {Bk} and any change of basis {oj'k}

using an orthogonal matrix. If p is calculated relative to any basis {co'kj} that

is L2(Tij)-orthonormal, the product Wmc in Theorem 1.1 can be replaced by

nf, the maximum number of Cx faces of any cell.

Proof. For any cell ftr, given a basis {Bk}, k = 1, ... , mr, the Gram-Schmidt

process allows us to construct an Z/'(ftr)-orthonormal basis {Ej} expressed

in terms of suitable coefficients gkj as Erj = lX=j g[jBk ■ Let the matrix

(grkj) be denoted by Gr. If Cr is the matrix ((Br, ßf)x>r), then GrrCrGr =

((E¡, Ej)Xtr) = I, the identity matrix.

The collocation rows for each cell ftr relative to the basis {Ej} are of the

form

((yri(E[), O , (yri(E[), <), ... , <y„(^), <)),

which we denote by M'r. In terms of the original basis {Bk} , this row is

(Li ÍYsrkiBrk) , a/A , Li (Ysrk2Bk) <\ , v •

= ((yn(B[), O , (yn(B[), <), ... , (yri(Brm), a/J})G,.

If Mr has rows ((yn(Bi), ctf), (yn(B2), co'J), ... , (yri(Bm), afj)), this is ex-

pressed as a matrix equation as M¡. = MrGr.

The proof generalizes the two-cell case, where M' has the form

/M'10      0   \       /M10Gi        0     \       /Mio      0  \ (c x
M'12   M21     =    M12G,    M21G2     =    M12   M21       ^'     "     .

V   0      M'20/      V     0        M20C72/      V   0      M20/VU    K32)

Denote the first matrix by M and the second matrix by G. Thus M' = MG.
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Now p is the smallest eigenvalue of M'M,:r = [MG][GrMr] = M[GGr]Mr.

Further, GrCG = I, so C = (GT)-XG~X, and C"1 = GGr. Thus, M'M'r =
M[GGr]Mr = MC'Mr.

A straightforward argument establishes that the matrix MC~'Mr is in-

variant under a linear change of basis {Bk}. Any change of basis {co'kJ}

under an orthogonal matrix K expresses MC"'Mr as (KM')C_'(KM')r =

KM'C~'M'rKr, where M' is the array of collocation rows relative to the al-

tered collocation weight functions replacing {co'kJ} . The matrix M'C~'M'r has

the same eigenvalues as MC~'Mr since K~' = Kr .

To complete the proof, we can extend the argument for one cell ft with

one C' boundary T, where we approximate a solution to the homogeneous

boundary value problem. Let ^„(v) denote the //-orthogonal projection of

v £ G0[n] onto C70[n][m] = Go\n\ n H[m]. The argument in [25] requires that
we majorize ||t;-^(u)||i by some constant times ||^[m1(u)||jy. We assume

that {Bk} is //'(ft)-orthonormal. From [25], for the one cell, one boundary

case, \\v-3B£(v)W2x = \\é'[mX(v)W2H + aA-xaT, where A = MM7", and

a = -((y(S[m](v)), co\°),..., (y(S[m](v)), <».

The parameter p is the smallest eigenvalue of A, so aA~'ar < (l/p)aaT . We

assume that {ojxk0} is L2(r)-orthonormal, so -a is the vector of the first n

Fourier coefficients for ^mX(v) and aar is the square of the magnitude of the

projection M of y(é[m](v)) onto the span of œxk°, k = I, ... , n .

Thus,

\\V-^(v)\\2<\\^m](v)\\2H + (l/p)\\^\\2o

<W^m](v)W2H + iUß)\\yi^m]iv))Wio

<Wlm](v)\\2H + (l/p)C¡0mml(v)\\2H,

where Ci o is the trace constant.
The argument for a general cell decomposition concludes as in [25].   G

It is proved in [25] that M is of full rank if the total number of basis func-

tions is sufficiently large. Our polynomial implementation presented in the next

section can produce approximations that are continuous. However, in this case

M is often not of full rank, for we use the same number of collocations on each

Ty and the system of equations may be overdetermined; more collocations are

used than the minimum necessary to force continuity. Theoretically, we should

eliminate just enough rows of M so that M is of full rank, yet continuity is

still enforced, allowing us to obtain the approximation or compute p for this

case. This is awkward to do during the construction of the linear system; we

have set up procedures for eliminating redundant rows of M during the final

solution of the linear equations.
We obtain explicit theoretical bounds for all the terms in (2) and (3) for the

polynomial implementation in the next section, except for l/p. To estimate
a bound for l/p, we combine theoretical results with experimental data. A

useful general result about 1 ¡p is the following:

Lemma 1.4. Suppose that matrices C and M are constructed to approximate

solutions to the Helmholtz equation -Au + u = f. The matrices C and C~x

are positive definite blocks along the diagonal, one for each cell. We confine the
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Helmholtz operator to each cell ft, and, using the same collocations as those in

the general problem, obtain p¡ for each cell. Then p > min{p¡} .

Proof. The result for N = 2 generalizes. When there are two cells, C~' has
the form

and M the form

The blocks Bi and B2 are symmetric and positive definite. Suppose that x is
an eigenvector corresponding to the least eigenvalue p of MC~'Mr. Represent

x by (xi:x2:xt)t , where (xi:x2) has length equal to the number of rows in Mi

and (x2:x3) has length equal to the number of rows in M2. Owing to the block

structure of C~ ',

px'x = xTMC~xMTx

= (xi':x2)MiBiMf(xi':x2)T + (x2:x3)M2B2M% (x2:x3)T.

Since

(xi:x2)MiB!Mf(xi:x2)7 > pi(xi':x2)(xi':x2)T = pi(xiXT + x2x2)

and

(x2':x3)M2B2Ml(x2:x3)T > /¿2(x2:x3)(x2:x3)r = p2(x2xl + x3xf),

we have

p(xixf + x2x2 + X3X3) = pxTx = xrMC"'M7'x

= (x1:x2)MiB1M[(xi:x2)r + (x2:x3)M2B2M2r(x2:x3)r

> pi (xxx[ + x2x2) + p2(x2x2 + x3x3r)

> min{px, p2}(xxx[ + 2x2x2 + x3xf).

Thus,

(xxxf + 2x2xT + x3xj)

(xxxf + x2x2 + X1X3)
p >  lv ¿T   -f—-f- mm{pi, p2} > mm{pi, p2}.   O

2. Error estimates for polynomial implementations in R2 and R3

We have written programs that produce approximations to solutions of prob-

lems with domains in R2 [25]. We accommodate four types of cells. Cells can

be parallelograms or triangles in any orientation. Two kinds of cells with one

curved (external) boundary segment are accepted; the first has one straight side

and one curved side; the second has two straight sides and one curved side.

Legendre polynomials are used to generate an L2-orthonormal basis for a
square, which provides a basis for any parallelogram by the use of affine trans-

formations. An L2 -orthonormal polynomial basis has been contrived for tri-

angles. Our software currently generates up to 66 basis functions for any cell,
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giving a full tenth-degree polynomial basis. These two bases are adapted for

use in the two types of cells with a curved boundary segment. We use Legendre

polynomials for the weight functions a>kj . Our error estimates for domains in

R2 assume that the cells are triangles or parallelograms.

For domains in R3, we confine our attention to tetrahedral or parallelepiped

cells. In [24] we describe a method for using Legendre polynomials to con-

struct an L2-orthonormal basis for a standard cube and propose a method for

constructing an L2-orthonormal basis for a standard 3-simplex; these basis func-

tions are currently being computed. Affine transformations can carry such bases

to any parallelepiped or tetrahedron in R3. The bases for triangles or parallelo-

grams can be used to provide L2 -orthonormal collocation weight functions for

the faces of such cells.
Our polynomial implementation of the algorithm includes a version of the

h-p finite element method [4, 6] as a special case. For example, suppose our

elements are in R2. If we use polynomials of degree less than or equal to p for

the basis in each cell and choose the first p + 1 Legendre polynomials for collo-

cation weight functions on each interface Ty , our approximation is continuous

throughout ft, since the difference of the traces of the approximation on either

side of any Ty , if nonzero, is a polynomial of degree at most p , yet the dif-

ference must be orthogonal to the Legendre polynomial weight functions œ'k

for k < p + 1. Since our variational principle is the same as that of the finite

element method, our approximation is exactly that of the finite element method

as described in [6], with boundary data obtained by the L2(T¡o) projection onto

the span of the pth-order collocation weight functions. The h-p method de-

scribed in [4] can be implemented with a small modification of our algorithm.

(This requires that we replace two moment collocations on each boundary edge

with point collocations at the end points of the edge.) For parallelepiped or
tetrahedral cells in R3 we would need (p + l)(p + 2)/2 collocations on each

interface to force continuity of pth-order approximations.

Our method is more general than the usual finite element p-method, for we

can choose the number of moment collocations, say, in R2 , to be less than p+1 .

For domains in R2 we use the same number q + 1 of moment collocations on

each interface, corresponding to moments involving polynomials of degree q

or less.
To obtain error estimates in terms of p and q and the cell diameter h , we

use the values for the trace constants C¡j that are given in [24]. The results are

the following:

If the cell is a parallelogram, Cy < \/l/sin0 + 1//, where 6 is the angle

made by two adjacent sides of the parallelogram and, if the base is Y¡¡, I is

the height of the parallelogram. If the cell is a triangle, Cy < y/2/ sin 6 + 4/1,
where 6 is the smallest angle in the triangle and, if the base of the triangle is

Ty , / is the height of the triangle. Let h represent the diameter of a triangle

or parallelogram. For later estimates, for any particular problem, we define Ki
to be h/ min{/}, where the minimum is taken over all altitudes of triangular

cells and all heights of parallelogram cells. Thus / > h/Kx , so that l/l <Kx/h.

If the cell is a parallelepiped, C¡j < ^/1/detN-i- l/l, detN = |det(niln2:n3)|,
where n,, n2, and n3 are unit normals to the sides of the parallelepiped, and
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/ is the smallest height of the parallelepiped relative to any base.  If the cell

is a tetrahedron, Cy < y^7/detN+ 14//, detN = min|det(ni:n2:n3)|, where

ni, n2, and n3 are any three of the unit normals to the sides of the tetrahedron,

and / is the smallest height of the tetrahedron relative to any base.

We can be more specific about the dependence of p on the size of a cell with

the use of the following lemmas:

Lemma 2.1. For the bases and types of cells described above, the values for p for

a single cell are invariant under translation or rotation of the cell.

The proof is straightforward and can be found in [24].

If p is obtained for a cell, and the cell is scaled by a factor h (h < 1 ), so that

a side of length / becomes a side of length hi, we expect that the associated

Ph is generally greater than or equal to hp. For triangles, parallelograms,
tetrahedra, or parallelepipeds, this is the content of Lemma 2.2.

Lemma 2.2. Let bases for triangles, parallelograms, tetrahedra, or parallelepipeds

be obtained from bases for the standard simplex, square, 3-simplex, or cube using

an affine transformation of the form y i-> xo 4- Ty. Assume that a standard basis
{B¡} is L2-orthonormal. Let D denote the matrix with i - jth entry equal to

the integral of (VB¡)TT-x(T-x)T(VBj) over a standard cell. The (Helmholtz
problem) matrix C for the image of a standard cell is of the form I+D. Suppose

that px is the smallest eigenvalue for MC~'Mr. When all sides of a cell are

scaled by a factor h, h < I, the matrix Cn is I + (l/h2)D; the matrix of

collocation rows is Mh = (l/Vh)M, where M is the collocation row matrix

when h = 1. Suppose that Ph is the smallest eigenvalue of M^C^'M^. Then

Ph > hpx .

Proof. Since C = (D +1) = (D + h2l) + ( 1 - h2)\, we have

(D + h2l)~x = C"1 + (1 - /z2)(C-')(D + h2l)~x,

so

xTMh(Ch)-xM¡x = xT(l/Vh)M((l/h2)(D + h2l))-x(l/Jh)MTx

= hxTM(D + h2l)~xMTx

= hxTMC-xMTx + hxTM(l - h2)(C~x)(T> + h2l)~xMTx,

(C"')(D + h2\)~x = (D + I)-'(D + /72I)-' = ((D + /z2I)(D +1))-'

= (h2l + (l+h2)D + D2)~x.

The matrix h2\ + ( 1 + h2)D + D2 is positive definite, so

xrM(l - h2)(C~x)(D + h2l)~xMTx

is a positive expression. Thus,

ph = infx^M^Cr'M^x > /zinfxrMC-'Mrx = hpx,

where the infimum is taken over all x of norm 1.   D

We first apply the methods used by Babuska et al. [3, 4] to provide estimates
for cells in R2 that are triangles or parallelograms. Lemma 2.3 is one of the

estimates used in their arguments.
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Lemma 2.3. Let I = (-s, s), v £ Hm(I), m > 1. Then there exists a polyno-

mial zq of degree q and a constant C(m) independent of s, q and v such

that

\\v - zg\\LÚI] < C(m)s^m^+xU-mWv\\H^ix ■

Lemma 2,4. In the polynomial implementation of the CDA applied to triangular

or parallelogram cells in R2 with diameter h there is a constant K¡j(m), de-

pending on m, but not on the solution u or h, such that, if DBiju is in Hm(Tij),

then, with n¡j = q + 1 collocations enforced on Ty , we have

l|^?(A,yK)||y < Kij(m)(h/2)'súa^+x'q-m\\DniJu\\m(r¡J) ■

Proof. Legendre polynomials are used to provide collocation weight functions

on the interfaces in the implementation described above. Hence ^,'j(Dn¡ju)

is the L2(ry)-orthogonal complement to the projection ¿P of Dn¡ju onto the

span of the weight functions (at),, k = 1, ... , «y . Hence ¿P is the w that

minimizes \\Dn¡ju-w\\ij over all polynomials w of degree «y-1 or less. Thus,

in this case, ||Z>n¿7w — &Wij = WSH'J (-Dny«)||y • The interfaces Ty are straight

line segments, so, using Lemma 2.3, we have W^niju-â°Wij ^ Il Ai,,"- zg||y for

the Zq supplied by the lemma (with q = n¡j - 1), and the result follows.   G

We obtain a more global estimate of the first error term in the constant-

coefficient case.

Lemma 2.5. In the polynomial implementation of the CDA applied to triangu-
lar or parallelogram cells in R2, // the coefficients A¡j are constant, there is a

constant K2 depending on A¡j, k, the unit normals to T,7 and the ratio of the

sides of any parallelograms, but not on h or the solution u, such that, if u is
in Hk(Çi), then, with q + 1 collocations enforced on each Ty, we have

£K</(/)n,M)||2,]      <K2^n-fCT(h/2r^k-2'^q-'-k-^WuWHHcl).

. r.-; /

Proof. We let m = k - 2. We express Dn¡ju in terms of the traces of the

first derivatives of u, the constants Ay , and the unit normals to Ty . Let c,

denote various constants dependent on A¡j, the unit normals to the Ty and

the multi-index a. Then

IIA.„w||tfm(r,,) = \\ciy.ij(Dxu) + c2yij(D2u)W2Hm{Tij)

< Y lk3yy(/)a/)iM) + C4y,7(Da/)2M)||?;

|a|<w

<C2Y \\ciDaDiu + c4DaD2uW2Ui < C}c5\\u\\2Hm+HQ¡).

\a\<m
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Using Lemma 2.4, we obtain

Dl^(A.V")lly < (h/2)2™«m>^q-2mYKü\\D«u»\\H^u)
r«

(A/2)2min(w'«+1)?-2mC^6j;||tt|||rw+2(ûi.)<

< (/«/^^"('"•^'^-^^^¿llMll^^.
/=!

= (h/2)2™«m><+l>q-2mCfanf\\u\\2H„Ha).   a

If we apply results of Babuska et al. [3, 4] in the style of Lemma 2.4, we obtain

an estimate of the second error term ||¿f[m](w)||/, that holds for the domains in

R2 described above and similar domains in R3 :

Lemma 2.6. Suppose that the solution u to the Dirichlet problem is in Hk(il).

Suppose that the cells partitioning ft are affine maps of the unit square, standard

triangle, unit cube or unit simplex, with h representing the maximum diameter.

Suppose that [m] is large enough so that the basis functions used on each cell can

generate any pth-degree polynomial. Then there exists a constant K3 depending

on k and the unit normals to the sides of the cells, but independent of p, h, and
u, such that

\\#lm](u)\\H < Kih^-'^p-^WuWHW

The estimates given in the previous lemma combine with the second estimate

of Theorem 1.1 to yield the following result:

Theorem 2.7. Suppose ft c R2 is partitioned into N triangles or parallelograms

(or both) of diameter h or less with smallest angle between the sides denoted by

9. Let Kx = h / min{/}, where I is any altitude of a triangle or any height of a

parallelogram (relative to any side). Assume that the A¡j and A0 are constant.

Suppose that q + 1 collocations are used on each interface (corresponding to
collocations with polynomials with degree < q) and the number of basis functions

m used on any cell is (p + l)(p + 2)/2, corresponding to a full pth-order basis;

p > q. Suppose that the solution u £ Hk(Q), k > 2. Then there are constants

C¡, i = I, ... , 4, depending on the A¡j, A0 and the angles of the cells and
k, and there is a parameter px depending on p, q and the angles of the cells

(and the ratios of the sides of any parallelograms) such that the approximation

Uq,p = M„,m satisfies the following estimate:

\\u-uq,p\\H

<[Cx(l/ sind + 2Kx/h)(h/2)min{k-2<'i+X)q-ik-2)

+ C2V/l + 16(l/(A/i,))(l/sin0 + 2Kx/h)hm^k-x^p^k-x^\uWmn).

A more succinct estimate is

\\u-uqtP\\H < [C3(Ä/2)min(/c-3'?^-(^2) + C4v/lM/2min(i:"2'i,"1,/'"(,c_1)]||w|l//* •

A similar estimate can be obtained for domains in R3 :
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Theorem 2.8. Suppose ftcR3 is partitioned into N tetrahedra or parallelepipeds

(or both) of diameter h or less with det N = min^. | det(n^:n^:nf )|, where nk , ni;,

and nk are unit normals to the sides of any tetrahedron or parallelepiped cell Qk ■

Let Kx = h/min{l}, where I is any altitude of a tetrahedron or parallelepiped

(relative to any face). Assume that the Ay are constant. Suppose that n¡j =

(q + l)(q + 2)/2 collocations are used on each interface (corresponding to col-

locations with polynomials with degree < q) and the number of basis functions
m used on any cell is (p + l)(p + 2)(p + 3)/6, corresponding to a full pth-order

basis (p > q). Suppose that the solution u £ Hk(Q), k > 2. Then there are

constants C, depending on the A¡j, Ao and the normals to the sides of the cells

and k, and there is a parameter px depending on p, q, the normals to sides

of the cells and the ratios of the areas of the sides of any parallelepiped cells, but
independent of h and u, such that the approximation UqyP = un,m satisfies the

following estimate:

\\u ~ uq,p\\h

< Ki(7/detN+ l4Kx/h)hmin(k-2>'l+Vq-Vc-2)

+ C2V/l + 12(l/Ä/,1))(7/detN+14^1/Ä)Ämin(A-'^'Jp-(*-1)]||«ll/,*(fi)-

A shorter estimate is

II« - Uq,p\\H < [C3/2min^-3-9^-^-2) + C4X/l7^"/lmin(*:-2'i'-1)1p-(':-1)]||M||//, .

As mentioned earlier, sufficient collocations can be used to force an approx-

imation to be continuous with M of full rank. It follows from the proof of

Theorem 1.1 [25] that the expression W^'J(Dniju)\\¡j is eliminated from the

error estimate for a homogeneous Dirichlet problem with a polygonal domain.

The estimates of Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 then give

II« - up,p\\H < C4VÏÏfhhn^{k-2'p-1)p-{k-ï>\\u\\Hk.

For the h-p method, the estimates of [5] give

Hi/      ,i   II     ^ r,U™ri(k-l,p)r,-(k-l)\\,.\\
\\U — Up\\n S CAZ 'r,p \\U\\Hk

for the two-dimensional case. Our estimate contains l/pi, which depends on

p and can be large, so our current error estimate does not contain the h-p error

estimate as a limiting case, and it may be possible to improve our results for

general p and q when a basis consists of polynomials.

In the experimental results of §3 below, the known solution is analytic, and we

get approximately the same error using our implementation of the h-p method

and the cell method when continuity of an approximation is not enforced and

q is about p - 2 or p - 3. We give additional polynomial approximation error

results for such smooth solutions based on Taylor's series [24] that, except for

px, are quite specific.

Lemma 2.9. If v £ Cq+X([a, b]), let vq+x denote the (q + l)st-order derivative

of v and vq denote the qth-order Taylor series approximation to v around the
point d = (a + b)/2 ; then

i^-mo<2;+3/2(;+1)!ii^+iiio,

where the subscript 0 of || • ||o denotes the L2[a, b] norm.
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If we apply this result in the manner of Lemma 2.4 and use the density results

of smooth functions in Hk(Çl) [26], we get

Corollary 2.10. In the polynomial implementation of the CDA applied to triangu-

lar or parallelogram cells in R2 in §2, if the functions Ay in the elliptic problem

are constant and h¡j is the length of Ty, then, if u is in Z/?+5/2(ft), with

«y = q + l for each Ty, we have

Ky(A,„«)||y < [Ay+1/[2í+3/2(í + l)!]]JI(A,y")?+1||y,

where (Dn¡ju)q+X represents the (q+l)st tangential derivative of (Dn¡ju) on Ty .

From [24], //'(ft) error estimates for the Taylor series approximation on

any convex or star-shaped domain in R2 or R3 are the following:

Lemma 2.11. Suppose ft is any convex domain (with xo at the center of a

largest diameter) or ft is a star-shaped domain (with respect to xq) in R2 or

R3. Let h represent the diameter of ft ; suppose R = h/2 if ft is convex or

R = h if ft is star-shaped. Suppose that v £ Cp+2(£l) and vp is the Taylor

series expansion of v of degree p around x0. Let \v\Hk denote the seminorm

\lZ\a\=k\\Dan2oxxl2 ■ Then

(i) If ft c R2,

2 R2np~x   (       r2

II« vp\\HHSi)<p{{p_m2{{p+mp__l) + x

[lvl»p+l]2+((p-lf(p+l))M»>+2]2

(ii) // ft c R3,

\V Vn\\ Ul/ON   S

Ripy-

"""'(")-2((p-l)!)2 (£♦')

3R2
[\v\H^]2 + -p-rttvlw+i]7

Since the space of polynomials of degree p is finite-dimensional, we can use

the density of smooth functions in //p+2(ft) and a compactness argument to

establish the existence of a polynomial vp of degree p for any v £ HP+2(Q.)

that satisfies the estimates of Lemma 2.11.

We assemble these results to obtain an error estimate for smooth solutions for

the case where a doman in R2 is partitioned into N triangles or parallelograms

(or both). Using Stirling's formula and the method of Lemma 2.4, since we can

take R = h/2, we obtain the following:

Theorem 2.12. Suppose ft c R2 is partitioned into N triangles or parallelo-

grams (or both) of diameter h or less with smallest angle between the sides

denoted by 6. Let Kx = h/ min{/}, where I is any altitude of a triangle or any

height of a parallelogram (relative to any side). Assume that the Ay are con-

stant. Suppose that q + 1 collocations are used on each interface (corresponding

to collocations with polynomials up to qth degree) and the number of basis func-

tions m used on any cell is (p + l)(p + 2)/2, corresponding to a full pth-order
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basis. Suppose that the solution u e Hp+2(Çï), p > 1. Then

c\\u - Un,m\\H < 2.2^N(l/sin0 + 2Kx/h)gx(u, h, q)

+ .29M^Jl + l6(l/(hpx))(l/sine + 2Kx/h)g2(u ,h,p),

where %x(u,h,q) = hq+x(J3(q + 2))-(«+3/2)max||(JDn,7n)«+'||,7 and the maxi-

mum is taken over all Ty, and

$i(u,h,p)

h2
= hp(.52p)-p((h2/(Sp2)+l) Mhp+,]¿     (4(p-ï)(p+l)î[M»>+2]2

1/2

where \u\Hk represents the seminorm taken over the entire domain ft.

The parameter px has the properties described in Theorem 2.7.

Note that if we are subdividing the unit square into cells of side h, the

number of cells N = l/h2. Owing to the decrease in the size of Ty , we might

expect ||(Ai,v«)?+1||y to decrease by a factor hx¡2. Then the h dependency of

the first error term is Ch~3/2hx/2hq+x = Chq . This can be made rigorous for

any polygonal domain by the methods of Lemma 2.5. The h dependency of
the second error term is Chp~x.

For parallelepiped or tetrahedral cells in R3, results from [24] concerning

L2 estimates derived from Taylor's series applied to the interfaces of such cells

establish the following lemma:

Lemma 2.13. Suppose that a domain in R3 ¿s partitioned into parallelepipeds or

tetrahedrons and the collocation weight functions on the interfaces are polynomi-

als of degree q or less, and the diameter ofTy is h. Let «y = (q + l)(q + 2)/2.

If we//9+3+'/2(Q), then

itâHDmjU)•Uj \h
h2q+2

<2g+3(g+1)(g!)2[[ll(^M)g+'llü]2 + ^V(4g2)[||(/)n,;»r2||y]2],

where [||t^||y]2  denotes the sum of the L2  norm (squared) of the kth-order

tangential derivatives of v on the 2-dimensional interface Ty .

We assemble the previous estimates and the estimates of the trace constants

to obtain the following result for domains in R3 with the help of Stirling's

formula:

Theorem 2.14. Suppose ft c R3 is partitioned into N tetrahedra or paral-

lelepipeds (or both) of diameter h or less with detN = mink Ide^n^n*:^)!,

where nk , nk , and nk are unit normals to the sides of any tetrahedron or paral-

lelepiped cell Qk ■ Let Kx=h/ min{/}, where I is any altitude of a tetrahedron

or parallelepiped (relative to any face). Assume that the A¡¡ are constant. Sup-

pose that n¡j = (q + l)(q + 2)/2 collocations are used on each interface (corre-

sponding to collocations with polynomials up to qth degree) and the number of

basis functions m used on any cell is (p + l)(p + 2)(p + 3)/6, corresponding to
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a full pth-order basis (p > q). Suppose that the solution u £ HP+2(Q.). Then

c\\u - un,m\\H < -63^V(7/detN + l4Kx/h)£x(u, h, q)

+ .29MyJl + 12(l/(/yii))(7/detN+ l4Kx/h)W2(u ,h,p),

where

gx(u, h, q)

= Ä^+1>(.52(?+ l))-^+1)max[[||(JDn;7M)^1|lo]2 + ^2/(4g2)[||(JDn¡Jw)^+2||i7]2]1/2,

the maximum being taken over all Ty and

%2(u,h,p) = hp(.42p)-(p-xivi^ + l)j   [\u\m+l]2 + ^[\u\HP+2]2 }     ,

where \u\Hk represents the seminorm taken over the entire domain ft.

The parameter px has the properties described in Theorem 2.8.

Note that if we are subdividing the unit cube into cells of side h , the num-

ber of cells N = l//z3. Owing to the decrease in the size of Ty , we expect

W(Dnuu)q+x\\ij to decrease by a factor h . Then the h dependency of the first

error term is Ch~2hxhq+X = Chq , and this can again be made rigorous for any

polyhedral domain. The h dependency of the second error term is Chp~x .

We return to a consideration of the parameter 1 /p. Recall that when suf-

ficient collocations are used so that an approximation is continuous (and M

is still of full rank), the first error term can be deleted, and the estimate of

Theorem 1.1 for a homogeneous problem with polyhedral domains is

c\\u-un,m \H < M^i + 2(i//,)c2«/||dr[m](M)||„,

Since ||¿?[m](M)||„ makes no reference to the continuity of the solution across

interfaces, estimates of the parameter 1 ¡p provide an indication of the effect

of enforcing continuity in this case.

We confine our discussion to triangular or parallelogram cells. For a fixed

number q + 1 of collocations, it is shown in [25] that l/p is nonincreasing as

the number m of basis functions used on each cell is increased. Lemma 1.4

shows that knowledge of a value for 1 /p for low values of m corresponding to

approximations of order close to q for one cell of various types would give us

effective upper bounds for l/p. Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 show that, for triangles

or parallelograms, it suffices to estimate l/p if a cell is rotated and scaled so

that a largest side is on the unit interval on the x-axis. The p obtained when

a largest side is of length 1 is denoted by px and we present some sample

empirical estimates for l/px below.

Our software has the option of computing ||yy(M„,m) -y>(tt»i,m)||y and l/p

in any test, yielding the following results. A domain decomposed into a triangle

on top of a square requires that q = p to force internal interface continuity.

However, computations for just one square or triangle show that continuity

of an approximation with zero boundary data is enforced when q < p . For

example, in all tests with p < 20, for squares and even p, collocations of

degree q = p - 2 on three sides and q = p - 1 on the fourth suffice to force

continuity. For odd p, q = p - 2 on three sides and q = p - 3 on a fourth
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q       values for p

4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1 12.93 12.93 12.88 12.88 12.85 12.85 12.84
2 99.19 85.80 22.35 22.35 22.07 22.07 21.91
3 67.43 67.43 34.65 34.65 33.84
4 500.3 340.4 71.25 71.25 49.78

q       values for p

8 9 10 11 12 13 14
5 232.2 202.8 83.42 83.42 67.57 67.57 65.20
6 1438. 880.7 179.9 174.4 101.0 101.0 87.92
7 566.7 462.4 174.4 174.4 122.7
8 3154. 1823. 389.0 356.9 187.7

q       values for p

12 13 14 15 16 17 18
9 1137. 892.6 333.4 324.8 209.0 209.0 175.9
10 5895. 3287. 727.9 645.6 322.7 322.7 235.9
11 2013. 1542. 585.2 553.0 336.7
12 9913. 5393. 1232. 1069. 530.0

Figure 2.1. Values for l/px with q+l collocations and basis

order p

force continuity. The largest value for l/px for squares and p < 10 is 6,583;

p < 20 has maximum l/px > 65,000. For triangles and odd p < 9, q = p - 1
forces continuity; p even and less than or equal to 10 requires q = p - 1 on

two sides and q = p - 2 on a third. Some experimental results for squares are

shown in Figure 2.1.
For any choice of q, values of l/px are initially high and then drop fairly

rapidly as p increases. Likewise, a glance at the columns of Figure 2.1 shows

that, for any choice of p, values of l/px drop rapidly as q decreases. Based
on a data set that extends the results in Figure 2.1 and various simple power

and exponential multiple regression models to approximate the dependence of

l/px on p and q , the best suggests that

l/px = 3&.5q2H(p - q - l)"1'58

for even q from 2 to 12 and p = q + 2, ... , q + l. (The coefficient of deter-

mination R2 for the logarithmic relationship is R2 > .953 .)

When we compare the values of l/px for q with p = q + 2, the logarithms

of q and l/px are highly correlated in the computations for even q from 2

to 20 (r > .999). The estimate is l/px = 13.3(/? - 2)2-67. A similar result is
obtained for odd p , with q set to p - 3 .

Computations for a general parallelogram with base 1 give the same sort of

empirical estimates; l/px is proportional to 1/sinö, where 6 is the acute angle

of the parallelogram. For the standard simplex, empirical estimates of l/pi are
dominated by 21 (p - I)2. Although the first error term is eliminated when q

is sufficiently close to p so that the approximation is continuous, the results

in the next section suggest that an approximation of similar accuracy can be

achieved if we relax the requirement of continuity to some extent by decreasing

q (which decreases the size of the system of linear equations needed to obtain

the approximation). This results in a strong decrease in l/p , which is balanced
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by the growth of the first error term; the best empirical results occur when q is

p - 1 or p - 2 (for triangles) and p — 2 or p - 3 (when cells are rectangles).

Note that in Theorem 2.12 the q error dependency is C(.73(g + 2))-(i+3/2) and

the p error dependency is C(.52p)~" (disregarding l/p) ; these are about the

same if q = p - 2.

3. Methods for solving the linear system

and experimental results

We first briefly describe the linear algebra used to solve

(§t¥)U)-G)-
The basic algorithm is to use the Schur complement of C ; first solve

MC-'MrA = -MC-'f+g

for X, and then solve Cb = f + MTX for b. (See also [25].) Each of these
systems is symmetric semidefinite. Furthermore, C is block diagonal with block

sizes at most 66x66 for p < 10, so it is easy to form MC~'Mr, using Linpack

[10] to calculate the Cholesky factors of each block of C.

There are several potential difficulties with this approach. First, if there are

many cells, then MC"'Mr can be large. However, MC~'Mr is sparse since

the only nonzeros in MC~'Mr correspond to Lagrange multipliers associated

with interfaces of adjacent cells. For example, for 256 rectangles with p = 10

and q = 10, MC'Mr is a 5984 x 5984 matrix with 1.2% of its entries
nonzero. In our implementation we used Sparsepak [13] to solve MC_'MrA =

-MC~'f 4- g. In the p version of the finite element method, the matrix that

results after static condensation [23] has a structure similar to MC~'Mr. If

q < p - 1, then our system will be smaller than the corresponding finite element

system.

Following Lemma 1.3, we discussed a second potential difficulty. If q is al-

most p , then some of the moment constraints may be redundant and MC~'Mr

is singular, so we must delete some rows of M. When we detect that a row of

M is numerically dependent on other rows, it is easy to show that an equiv-
alent procedure is to set the corresponding component of X to zero. This is

done with a minor modification of Sparsepak: if a diagonal entry in the LDLT

factorization [13] of MC~'Mr is sufficiently close to zero, we set the relevant

component of X to zero.

A third potential difficulty occurs when we treat Poisson's equation. Lemma

1.2 shows that our methods can be used in this case, but the diagonal blocks

comprising C are singular. As discussed in [25], iterative refinement [14] can

be used to overcome this difficulty. In all the cases that we tried, four steps

of iterative refinement sufficed to provide solutions to Poisson's equation that

are as accurate as the solution to the Helmholtz equation. In most cases one

or two steps were sufficient. Iterative refinement is also useful if C is poorly

conditioned but not exactly singular; for example, when Ao(x) in (1.1) is small

but not identically zero.

Our test problem is adapted from sample problem 53 of ELLPACK [22]. We
seek an approximate solution to the Dirichlet problem

-Au + u = f
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q n = number of cells:  values of h.

n=l:h=l.      n=2:h=l.     n=8:h=l. n=8:h=.5

1 16.61 13.27 10.76 21.42
2 26.28 19.89 17.03 33.97
3 43.18 33.99 28.92 57.77
4 59.67 45.26 40.54 81.03
5 83.37 65.42 57.52 115.0
6 106.7 81.06 76.99 153.9
7 143.4 119.6 111.8 223.5
8 197.7 193.2 188.6 377.1

Figure 3.1. Values for l/ph when p = 10

on the unit square, where the boundary conditions and / are obtained from

the intended true solution

u(x, y) = exp(xy) cos(ny) sin(^(x - y)).

We use uniform meshes, with as many as 128 triangles similar to the standard

simplex and 256 squares.

Our first tests concern values for 1 /p, which only depends on the decom-

position of the domain and is independent of the problem. Lemma 1.4 shows

that the largest value for l/p for a single cell gives an upper bound for l/p

for multi-cell meshes. This result is demonstrated in Figure 3.1, where the first

three columns give decreasing values for l/p for various values of q using

one triangle, then two and eight triangles partitioning a square. The order of

the basis is p = 10, and side h = 1 in these tests. Lemma 2.2 proves that if

Ph is the value for a cell with sides scaled by a factor of h , then ph > hpi ,

or h(l/Ph) < (l/pi). A test of this result is shown in the last two columns of
Figure 3.1, where we show results for eight similar triangular cells when h is

1 and then .5. The entries in the fourth column are almost exactly twice the

entries in the third, suggesting that the estimate of Lemma 2.2 is quite tight.
Tests were made to obtain approximation errors for various values of p, q

and h. The difference between the true solution and the approximation was

calculated on a uniform 41 x 41 grid; the squares of the "L2" ("//'") errors

are evaluated using ELLPACK's technique of using the average of the squares

of the differences (and the squares of the differences of the derivatives).

We show three sample error computations. The first, in Figure 3.2, relates

the logarithm of various errors and p for various values of q. We use two

domain decompositions: 32 congruent triangles and 16 congruent squares. We

note two results: first, for any fixed value of q, accuracy is not improved by
increasing p beyond a certain point, and second, for fixed q , optimal accuracy

appears to occur when p = q + 2 for regular triangular cells and p = q + 3 for

regular square cells.
The true solution is analytic; we test the error estimates for such solutions

given in Theorem 2.12. Disregarding l/pi, the theoretical p dependency

of the "//'" error is of the form C(.52p)~p, and the q dependency is

C(J3(q + 2))_(<?+3/2', with the C's depending on various seminorms of the

solution. Thus, we plot the logarithm of various errors against plogp, giv-

ing the results shown in Figure 3.3 for various values of q. We again use 32
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Figure 3.2. A comparison of errors and p for various values of q
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Figure 3.3. Log of errors vs. plnp for various values of q

triangular cells and 16 square cells, so h is the same for both examples. For

triangular cells, when q = p - 1, the empirical relationship is

(//'-error) = .81(.63/>rp,

with correlation r > .99 between values of the log of the error and the log of

the approximation. For square cells, when q = p - 2, the relationship is

(Hx-error) = .84(.59p)~p,

with r > .99.
A third test is concerned with the h dependency of the approximation. We

collect error evaluations for various decompositions into square cells, ranging

from one cell to 256 cells. Theorem 2.12 suggests that the h dependency of the
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Slope
for    H1    Er r o r

2 .92
3 2.32
4 3.48
5 4.42
6 5.B6
7 6.B2
8 7.46
9 8.57
10 9.13

Figure 3.4. Log of errors vs. log of h for various values of p

//' errors is of the form Cxhq + C2hP~x . We compare the log of the errors and

log of h for various values of p , with q = p - 2, in Figure 3.4.

The (approximate) slope of each line gives the exponent for h ; this is given in

Figure 3.4 beside each value of p . When q = p - 2, the theoretically dominant

term should be Cihq = CihP~2, vet the empirical results give slopes close to

p - .5 , suggesting that, for parallelogram cells, and q = p - 2, we may be able

to improve the error bound. For p = 10, the graphs are not straight for small

h, owing to the effect of computer arithmetic, and the slope listed omits the

smallest h. However, we do calculate approximations with maximum errors

as small as 10~14 with relative machine precision = 2 x 10-'6 , which suggests

that our algorithms are quite robust.
In summary, our polynomial implementation of the cell discretization algo-

rithm has resulted in an alternative method for implementing the p or h-p

finite element method, with the option of relaxing the requirement that approx-

imations be continuous across cell interfaces. In our experiments, some discon-

tinuous approximations to smooth solutions have errors similar to continuous

approximations.
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